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ABSTRACT: Spell-checking is the process of detecting and correcting incorrect spelled words in a paragraph. Spell checking system first detects the incorrect words and then provide the best possible solution of corrected words. Spell checking system is a combination of handcrafted rules of the language for which spell checking system is to be created and a dictionary which contain the accurate spellings of various words. Better rules and large dictionary of words is help to improve the rate of error detection otherwise all the errors cannot be detected. After detecting the wrong or misspelled words, the various spell correcting techniques are used to provide the best accurate correct words or alternate words which higher the rate of correction of the wrong words. There are many systems available for detecting and correcting text. The system is made to check the spellings and to correct them using various techniques for Punjabi text. We used hybrid approach to implement the Spelling checking and Correcting System. This hybrid approach is a combination of “Dictionary look up approach”, “Rule based approach”, “Statistical Approach”, “Edit Distance approach” and use linguistic features of the Punjabi language. This System gives the result accuracy as 91% according to the research work for Punjabi words. It gives approximate result up to 91% of words tested in the input data. It gives results for rest of 9% but not the best possible correct word was displayed on the top of the correct word list from the database.
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I INTRODUCTION

Spell-checking is a very important part of any translation system in Natural Language Processing. It is the process of detecting errors in a paragraph of wrongly spelled words and provides the alternatives to correct them. Spell checking system can be created with the combination of handcrafted rules by considering grammatical features of the language for which spell checking system is to be created and a dictionary which contain the accurate spellings of various words in the target language. Basically, the better the handcrafted rule and larger the corpus of a spell-checker is, the system can check the wrong spelled words with higher rates; otherwise, wrong spelled words are not detected properly. Conventional corpuses experience from out-of-vocabulary and data sparseness problems as they do not cover large vocabulary of words which are needed to make available proper names, domain-specific terms, technical lexica, special acronyms, and terminologies etc. As a result, spell-checkers will have the less error correction and detection rate and will flop to encounter all misspelled words in the data or text. All latest mercantile spelling error detection and correction tools works on word level and used a corpus. Each word from the data or text is searched in the dictionary. When a word is not found in the dictionary lexicon, it is assumed as an error word. In order to precise the error, a spell checker system search words in the corpus which are mostly similar to the error word. These words then listed for user to select appropriate one. Spelling checking is used in various applications like machine translation, searches, information retrieval etc. There are two main terms which are related to spell checking and correction systems. First is error detection and second is error correction. In developing upon the type of error non word error and real word error. There are many systems available for detecting and correcting text. Spell checker can also be defined as it is a supercomputer application that analysis possible misspelling in a text by referring to the accepted spellings in a database. In the database various accurate words of the target language for which the spell – checker is to be made are stored which consists of proper nouns for males, females, countries, states, rivers, mountains etc. The system is made to
check the spellings and to correct them using various techniques for Punjabi text. In this proposed system input in form of a paragraph is given that can include incorrect words and the system will generate the result which contain the accurate text after eliminating the errors. We will use hybrid approach to implement the Spelling checking and Correcting System. This hybrid approach is a combination of various approaches like “Dictionary look up approach” that can be used to locate the errors, “Rule based approach” can be used for preprocessing, “Statistical Approach” to select the best alternative among the generated suggestions, “Edit Distance approach” to generate the valid suggestions for the wrong spelled word and use linguistic features of the Punjabi language.

These approaches can be explained in brief as follows:

A. Dictionary lookup approach

In this approach each word in the paragraph which will be given as an input is checked for the database entries. If the scanned word is found in the database then is considered to be correct word i.e. spellings of the word are correct but in case the word is not present in the database table then it is considered as an incorrect word. After finding the word incorrect various handcrafted rules are applied to generate the correct spellings of the word by considering the linguistic features of the Punjabi language, if approach generate the multiple entries for the single entry then by using statistical analysis a more appropriate word id chosen by the system and is replaced with the incorrect word to generate the result.

B. Edit Distance

Edit distance is amost effective technique to generate the alternates of wrongly spelled words. In this approach word containing the spelling mistake is compared to every word of the dictionary and various operations like insertions, deletions and updation are performed on the word corresponding to the every word of the dictionary. The total number of such operations is referred to as the distance. The minimum the distance the higher the possibility of the word to became target word.

C. Rule based Approach

In this approach handcrafted rules are made by considering the features of the Punjabi language. These rules are applied on the words in the paragraph which are not found in the database. By the help of these rules the system attempts to generate the exact spellings of the word which is under observation.

D. Statistical Analysis

This works when rule based approach fails to generate the possible correct word for the incorrect words. In this approach system try to find the accurate word by considering its neighbor words by comparing with the existing paragraph stored in the system. This method also helps to identify the correct word when more than two words are generated by the rule based approach.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW


This paper describes the development and working of online Raftaar Punjabi spell checker and also made a proposed algorithm for the correction of wrong words. This System gives the result accuracy as 80% according to the research work for Punjabi words. It gives nearby result up to 80% of words tested in this thesis. It gives results for rest of 20% but not the best possible correct word was displayed on the top of the correct word list from the database.

In this paper author describes the various techniques for spell checking and error correction. This paper also provides information about various available spell checking systems developed for various Indian language. In this paper two techniques for spell checking are described which are (1) N Gram Analysis based on statistical technique and (2) is Dictionary lookups.


In this paper we have surveyed the area of spell correction and error detection techniques. Existed work related with spell checkers in Punjabi and Punjabi language is also discussed. In this paper the author will implement a Punjabi spell checker by using dictionary lookup and edit-distance based technique with more accuracy. In this paper techniques for Error Correction are used (1) N Gram Analysis (2) Rule Based Approach and (3) Edit Distance.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

We will use hybrid approach to implement the Spelling checking and Correcting System. This hybrid approach is a combination of “Dictionary look up approach”, “Rule based approach”, “Statistical Approach, “Edit Distance Technique” and use linguistic features of the Punjabi language. Dictionary Look Up Approach and Edit Distance Approach is used in the research which is already implemented. The system which is to developed will use a hybrid approach to check and to correct the wrong spelled words. Now in this project research I will use the Rule Based Approach and Statistical Approach with more accuracy.

A. Following are the steps of proposed algorithm:

Step I: Input the source string.
Step II: Tokenize the input of first step into words.
Step III For each Token compare it with the Dictionary.
Step IV Check whether it is correct or not. If it is correct, then go to Step III, otherwise apply Rule Bases Approach.
Step V Again find the word from dictionary. If word is found go to Step III, otherwise apply Edit Distance Approach.
Step VI Find the minimum distance from this Token to the word in the Dictionary.
Step VII Sort these words in ascending order of their distance.
Step VIII Check the words obtained with same distance by comparing previous and next word of the target word to obtain best possible suggestion.
Step IX If the combination available in the database then replace the top most word obtained in step VII with token otherwise goto step VII.
Step IX End.
B. Rule Based Approach

In this approach a set of rules are developed by which the input token is compared. Every rule created in the rule based is applied on the token and corresponding results is produced after applying the rule based approach.

The following are the steps of rule based approach:

Step I: input the Text to find the errors
Step II: Tokenize the input of first step into words.
Step III For each Token compare it with the Dictionary.
Step IV Check whether it is correct or not. If it is correct, then go to Step III, otherwise apply Rule Based Approach.
Step v: use output of rule based system into next phase
Step VI: End

C. Dictionary lookup technique

This approach is mainly used to check whether the particular token is correct or not by comparing the token with the dictionary values. It is assumed that the word which is being checked is correct if it is available in the dictionary.

Steps for dictionary look up technique are as follows:

Step I : input the String data to be checked
Step II :Tokenize this input into words
Step III Compare it with the dictionary to check whether it is correct or not.
Step IV End

D. Edit Distance Technique

This technique will work if rule based approach becomes unable to generate the accurate word. This technique is used to find the nearest possible word from the dictionary to obtain the result. With the help of this technique various suggestions are generated with respect to the token which is being checked in the ascending order of their distances. In this approach, the word distance means the minimum number of operations required to equate the wrong word with the word in dictionary.

The steps to implement this technique are as follows:
Step I: Input the text string
Step II: Tokenize the input string
Step III: for each word in the dictionary perform following steps IV and V
Step IV: calculate the distance of word from step III with input token
Step V: apply rule based approach
Step V Store the word and token in the temp location and ignore if distance is more than 3.
Step VI: Sort the words obtained in step V in ascending order and display it to the user.
Step VII End

E. Statistical Machine Translation:
This works when rule based approach fails to generate the best possible correct word for the incorrect words. In this approach system try to find the accurate word by considering its neighbor words by comparing with the existing paragraph stored in the system. This method also helps to identify the correct word when more than two words are generated by the rule based approach.
The steps to implement this technique are as follows:
Step 1: Input the word from edit distance phase.
Step 2: Compare $i-1$, $i$th and $i+1$ word.
Step 3: if the combination found in database then change the priority.
Step 4: Otherwise goto the next word.
Step 5: End
IV. RESULT

Input:

Output:
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